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How orders are routed when sent to Autobahn’s algorithmic strategies
Deutsche Bank’s algorithms utilise its Smart Order Router (SOR) and SOR Dark (SOR-D) Router to access displayed and
non-displayed liquidity respectively. The interactions between algorithms and routers vary depending on the algorithm
being used and the client’s investment objectives.
This document is intended to provide an overview only of the core operating modes of the SOR and SOR-D Router in
execution of orders of European listed Equities.

Smart Order Router (SOR)
Where client preferences permit, the SOR accesses displayed liquidity and private quotes from the external SI’s that
Deutsche Bank is connected to as well as Deutsche Bank’s own SI, the Deutsche Bank Systematic Internaliser (DBES).
The router determines where and how to send orders based on the following principles:
1. Fulfillment of MiFID II including best execution obligations.
2. Achievement of specific execution objectives for clients. Clients have the option, by way of example, to seek to
maximise liquidity, minimise implicit transaction costs (e.g. payment of the spread), help improve the probability of
fill(s) or help reduce explicit transaction costs if they are cost sensitive.
The SOR has different Urgency settings that help to achieve these execution objectives and the logic is further configurable
at the client level.

Aims and Modes of Operation
Clients may have specific objectives when placing orders passively (orders that provide liquidity) or when placing orders
aggressively (orders that take liquidity) from the market. Naturally, these objectives may conflict with each other, since
optimising for one of them would typically imply the deterioration of the expected outcome with respect to the other.
In order to tailor the SOR to the client’s specific objectives, there are a number of configurations that can be invoked by
specifying (or defaulting for a particular client) the parameter called “Urgency”.
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The following table provides a high level summary of the different modes supported by the SOR.
Urgency

Trade-Off

High

Moderate

Low

Route-Through

Possible Use Cases

(+) Target Trading/Execution Venues with
largest visible liquidity first when trading
aggressively
(-) May incur higher impact

May be useful for when targeting the
primary market (normally has the largest
visible liquidity) or when fill probability is the
primary objective.

(+) Targets faster markets to reduce market
impact
(-) Lower fill probability than High Urgency
Mode when trading aggressively

May be useful when optimising fill
probability vs market impact.

(+) Lowest transaction costs
(-) Lower speed/probability of execution in fast
markets

May be useful when sensitive to explicit
transaction costs.

(+) Low latency to reach primary market
(-) No price improvement potential

May be useful when special order types are
needed, e.g. Native Iceberg.

By default, our algorithms utilise the SOR in the Moderate Urgency mode.
We source our European Best Bid and Offer (EBBO) by internally aggregating market data from Primary Markets, MTFs and
SI’s to which we connect. We consider an order as marketable in the context of the SOR if:
--

the order is submitted as a ‘market’ order, or

--

the limit price of a buy order is greater than or equal to the EBO (European Best Offer), or

--

the limit price of a sell order is less than or equal to the EBB (European Best Bid)

Otherwise, the order is considered as non-marketable. An order can switch from being marketable to non-marketable and
vice versa, based on changes in market data and the EBBO.
Depending on whether an order is marketable or non-marketable an order will move through various trading sequence
phases (again configurable by client). Below is a description of these phases for SOR in Moderate Urgency mode, where
client preferences and order types allow.

Non-Marketable Orders
1) Systematic Internaliser Phase – Will send an IOC
(Immediate or Cancel) order to DBES at the client
limit, if the order is eligible for internalisation and the
client limit is at the touch or within the EBBO spread.
2) Lit Passive Phase – Orders will rest on Venues at the
client limit and will be allocated based on median
latency and stock or market specific average trade
size data. If the price trades through the limit or
Primary goes into auction this phase will be repeated.

Marketable Orders

1) SI Phase – Will send an IOC order to DBES at EBBO.
2) Lit Aggressive Phase – Will send an IOC order to
Venues based on displayed price. Will only send
IOC orders to external SIs when the price offered is
better than displayed Venues and the size offered
is above SMS. This phase will be repeated when all
submissions have returned.

As soon as a marketable order becomes non-marketable, SOR will move to Lit Passive Phase.
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SOR Dark (SOR-D) Router
SOR-D Router is used when access to dark liquidity and periodic auctions is required. It can only be accessed by an
algorithm (either via “SuperX+” algorithm or another strategy). In each case the upstream algorithm is responsible for the
correct pricing of the routed order, while the router is responsible for the allocation and routing logic.
SOR-D Router logic is determined by its client-specified Urgency parameter, Venue rankings, explicit or implicit MES* (Minimum
Execution Size) instruction and the order size.
The main factors that impact the routing of orders are:
--

The number of dark liquidity pools and periodic auctions that may be accessed.

--

The price peg.

--

MES thresholds are designed to specify the smallest individual order with which the strategy will interact. If not
specified by the client, the selected Venues are based on historical trade sizes and reliant on the Urgency mode
selected. The Urgency mode selected will, in general determine the MES based on the stock specific average
execution size. The higher the Urgency mode selected, the smaller the MES. Depending on the size of the MES
relative to the order size, the number of Venues available for allocation may change.

As with the SOR, the SOR-D Router is further controlled by explicit client instructions and configurations.

Aims and Modes of Operation
Clients may have specific goals when placing orders through SOR-D Router. These goals include:
--

Maximising the (expected) trading rate

--

Reducing the information leakage from partial executions

--

Reducing the cost of trading

--

Maximising the spread capture

Naturally these objectives may conflict with each other, since optimising for one of them would typically imply the
deterioration of the expected outcome with respect to the others. In order to tailor SOR-D Router to the specific needs of
individual clients there are a number of configurations that can be invoked by specifying (or defaulting for particular client)
the “Urgency” parameter.
Where client preferences permit and order types allow, SOR-D Router sends an Immediate Or Cancel (“IOC”) order for
the full size to DBES. If permitted by the client’s Urgency setting, this step can be repeated for any unexecuted residuals
through permissible external Venues in order of the Venue ranking logic.
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The basic characteristics, the suggested usage and the standard settings of the SOR-D Router are listed below:
Urgency Setting

Trade-Off

Possible Use Cases

Standard Settings
---

Very High

(+) Maximises the
expected trading rate
(-) Highest proportion
of spread cross
incurred
(-) Potential for
highest information
leakage

May be useful when liquidity
demands are highest and
there is a low sensitivity
to information leakage.
Broadest list of Trading/
Execution Venues accessed
at maximum of Far.

--

--

----

Lowest MES Setting
IOC All Trading/Execution Venues at
Mid/Far, Trading/Execution Venues
ordered by ‘Trading/Execution Venue
type’ then ‘Latency’
Rest the unexecuted balance of the
order in all of the available Venues
pegged to Mid according to the
SOR-D Router Allocation Phase
In parallel rest qualifying conditional
orders in Turquoise Plato Block
Discovery and BATS LIS
Low MES Setting
IOC DBES at Mid
Rest the unexecuted balance of the
order pegged to Mid in all of the
available Venues according to the
SOR-D Router Allocation Phase
In parallel rest qualifying conditional
orders in Turquoise Plato Block
Discovery and BATS LIS

(+) High expected
trading rate
(-) Potential for high
information leakage

May be useful when there is
high liquidity demand while
not willing to pay extra cost
of transacting. Narrower list
of Trading/Execution Venues
and trades at Mid or better.

(+) Moderate
expected trading rate
(-) Moderate
information leakage

May be useful when there
is a balanced desire to trade
(up to midpoint) versus leak
information. Accesses the
same Trading/Execution
Venues as High but with
higher MES settings. Trades at
Mid or better.

Low

(+) Low information
leakage
(-) Low expected
trading rate

Low immediacy demanded,
interacts with DBES only in
full size. Trades at Mid or
better.

----

High MES Setting
IOC DBES at Mid
SI at Mid according to the SOR-D Router
Allocation Phase

Very low liquidity demands.
Only fills at Near. Only goes
to DBES in full size.

--

Very Low

(+) Lowest
information leakage
(+) Most Price
Opportunistic
(-) Lowest expected
trading rate

Lowest MES Setting to maximise
probability of near side liquidity
IOC DBES at Near

High

Moderate

--

----

--

--

Moderate MES Setting
IOC DBES at Mid
Rest the unexecuted balance of the
order pegged to Mid in all the available
Venues according to the SOR-D Router
Allocation Phase
In parallel rest qualifying conditional
orders in Turquoise Plato Block
Discovery and BATS LIS

Please note:
-- For orders above SMS, DBES will be allocated at least SMS or no allocation at all
--

Orders below SMS will not be sent to DBES at any Urgency.
-- For low and very low urgencies, these orders will be rejected back
-- For Urgency of Moderate and above, orders will be allocated to external Venues only

--

Where Double Volume Caps (“DVCs”) apply, the full quantity with a relevant MES will be allocated to the Cboe
Periodic Auction.
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SOR-D Router Allocation Phase

For each order SOR-D will determine appropriate MES and MaxQTY (maximum quantity) values taking into account the
market characteristics for that stock, order size and specified Urgency.
A list of eligible Trading/Execution Venues will be created for each order taking into account the following factors:
--

Order size (where eligible for SI interaction and LIS Venues);

--

Order Urgency;

--

Listing Venues; and

--

Client preferences with respect to individual Venues or types of Venues.

The order will be rejected if there are no eligible Venues available at this stage.
Trading / Execution Venue Type

Venues

Phase 1

Phase 2

Systematic internalisers

DBES

100%

80%

Primary market mid-point order book

DCSE, DHEL, DSTO

100%

0%

Dark Venues

BATD, CHID, TRQM, XPOS

100%

Periodic auction Venues

BATP

0%

Venues with conditional orders

LISX, TRQM

0%

20%
100%

There are two phases in the SOR-D router interaction:
In Phase 1 SOR-D would send the unexecuted part of the order sequentially to all Trading/Execution Venues supporting IOC
orders (see the table above) using the MES as defined above. The sequence of Venues to which orders are sent is defined by
the latency to access the market.
In Phase 2, SOR-D Router will run an iterative algorithm to define the final allocation to be sent to each eligible Venue, as follows:
1. Each of the Venue categories will initially be allocated a part of the order as defined in the table;
2. When executing firm orders, the subsequent allocation is determined in accordance with historical liquidity for a
given MES value;
3. The resulting allocation is verified against MES and, if the relevant order size is below the MES, the Venue with the
lowest allocation is removed from the list of possible Venues;
4. If the allocation is greater than MaxQTY, it is replaced with a random value between MES and MaxQTY;
5. The sequence starting from step 2 is repeated until all the orders for each Venue meets both MES and MaxQTY
requirements;
6. Venues that support conditional orders will be sent the full order size if greater than LIS.
NB: Where client orders cannot rest at a given venue, the SOR-D Router will periodically IOC the Venue with the allocated quantity
If there is no known historic liquidity the allocation across all available Venues in a category will be based on an equal split.
Non-conditional orders are sent simultaneously to all eligible Venue types while conditional orders are delayed and
submitted in randomised order.
If a partial or full execution is received from one of the non-conditional orders the allocation cycle is re-run and the orders
are amended/re-sent accordingly
If a firm-up request is received from a conditional Venue, all active orders are cancelled and on completion of the cancellation
cycle the firm-up order is sent for the remaining order quantity. If multiple firm-up requests are received the first Venue that
responds will get a un-conditional order and get a priority and subsequent firm-up requests will be excluded.
If the firm-up order is not fully executed, the standard allocation cycle is run once again and all orders are submitted as per
the allocation model explained above.
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Contacts:
European Execution Desk:

+44 (0)207 547 2022
autobahnequity.emea@list.db.com

US Execution Desk:

+1 212 250 3988
autobahnequity.us@list.db.com

Asia Pacific Execution Desk:

+852 2203 6028
autobahnequity.apac@list.db.com

Japan Execution Desk:
+813 5156 6642

Australia Execution Desk:
+61 2 8258 2862

Autobahn
Autobahn Equity is part of Deutsche Bank’s electronic trading platform, providing you with access to execution solutions in all major
equities markets. Autobahn trading is available in both lit and alternative destinations via our flexible suite of algorithms or direct
market access (DMA) and both are supported by robust risk controls. Detailed market knowledge and algorithmic trading expertise
are provided by our dedicated coverage team.

Further information:
Support:

Europe: +44 207 545 3448

US: +1 212 250 7034

Asia (ex Japan): +852 2203 7700

Japan: +813 5156 6642

Website:

autobahn.db.com/equity

June 2018. MARKETING MATERIAL.
Quantitative models, processes and parameters are subject to amendment, modification, adjustment and correction at Deutsche Bank’s discretion, and may incorporate Deutsche Bank’s qualitative judgment.
Deutsche Bank will from time-to-time run or update such models at its discretion. Clients are responsible for making their own determination as to the suitability and appropriateness of such models for their
investment objectives.
This document is intended for information purposes only and does not create any legally binding obligations on the part of Deutsche Bank AG and/or its affiliates (“DB”). Without limitation, this document does not
constitute an offer, an invitation to offer or a recommendation to enter into any transaction. It does not constitute a recommendation or endorsement by DB of any investment, trading strategy or algorithm and
should not be relied upon by you to make a determination as to whether or not to invest or to use any strategy or algorithm.
When making an investment decision, you should rely solely on any specific final documentation relating to a transaction and not the summary contained herein. DB is not acting as your legal, financial, tax or
accounting adviser or in any other fiduciary capacity with respect to any proposed transaction mentioned herein. This document does not constitute the provision of investment advice and is not intended to do so,
but is intended to be general information. Any product(s) or proposed transaction(s) mentioned herein may not be appropriate for all investors and before entering into any transaction you should take steps to ensure
that you fully understand the transaction and have made an independent assessment of the appropriateness of the transaction in the light of your own objectives, needs and circumstances, including the possible
risks and benefits of entering into such transaction. For general information regarding the nature and risks of the proposed transaction and types of financial instruments please go to www.globalmarkets.db.com/
riskdisclosures. YOU SHOULD ALSO CONSIDER SEEKING ADVICE FROM YOUR OWN ADVISERS IN MAKING ANY ASSESSMENT ON THE BASIS OF THIS DOCUMENT. If you decide to enter into a transaction
with DB, you do so in reliance on your own judgment. The information contained in this document is based on material we believe to be reliable; however, we do not represent that it is accurate, current, complete,
or error free. Assumptions, estimates and opinions contained in this document constitute our judgment as of the date of the document and are subject to change without notice. Any projections are based on a
number of assumptions as to market conditions and there can be no guarantee that any projected results will be achieved. Past performance does not guarantee or predict future results. This material was prepared
by a Sales or Trading function within DB, and was not produced, reviewed or edited by the Research Department. Any opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by other DB departments
including the Research Department. Sales and Trading functions are subject to additional potential conflicts of interest which the Research Department does not face. DB may engage in transactions in a manner
inconsistent with the views discussed herein. DB trades or may trade as principal in the instruments (or related derivatives), and may have proprietary positions in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed
herein. DB may make a market in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. Sales and Trading personnel are compensated in part based on the volume of transactions effected by them. DB seeks to
transact business on an arm’s length basis with sophisticated investors capable of independently evaluating the merits and risks of each transaction, with investors who make their own decisions regarding those
transactions. The distribution of this document and availability of these products and services in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. You may not distribute this document, in whole or in part, without our
express written permission. DB SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER LOSSES OR DAMAGES INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS INCURRED BY YOU OR
ANY THIRD PARTY THAT MAY ARISE FROM ANY RELIANCE ON THIS DOCUMENT OR FOR THE RELIABILITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR TIMELINESS THEREOF.
Deutsche Bank AG (“the Bank”) is a joint stock corporation incorporated with limited liability in the Federal Republic of Germany. It is registered in the Commercial Register of the District Court, Frankfurt am Main
under number HRB 30 000.
The Bank is authorized under German Banking Law (competent authorities: European Central Bank and the BaFin, Germany’s Federal Financial Supervisory Authority) and, in the United Kingdom, by the Prudential
Regulation Authority. It is subject to supervision by the European Central Bank and by the BaFin, and is subject to limited regulation in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential
Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of the Bank’s authorization and regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority, and its regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority, are available from the Bank on
request.
The Bank is registered as a foreign company in the register of companies for England and Wales (registration number FC007615).
Under its European Passport, the Bank carries on banking and investment services in the United Kingdom through Deutsche Bank AG, London Branch (“London Branch”) and is also authorized to provide such
services into the United Kingdom from Germany and from its other EEA branches.
Deutsche Bank AG, London Branch is registered as a branch in the register of companies for England and Wales (registration number BR000005). Its registered address is Winchester House, 1 Great Winchester
Street, London EC2N 2DB.
In addition to its above authorisations, the Bank is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority to carry on investment services in precious metals.
London Branch is listed as a member firm of the London Stock Exchange.

